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FRI.

4TH Video Night at Chris and Richard's, Flat 1,
Road, Napperley Park, Nottingham.
FromBpm.

31 Nagdala
There will

be a small charge to cover costs.
THUR.1UTH Q General Neeting about NUGSUG at GUS at 8pm.
THUR.17TH A Programme Neeting at GUS at Bpm.

Everyone is ueloome
(Patrick was quite lonely at the last programme
meeting). If you have ideas, you don't have to uait
until the 17th to talk about them and if you have
ideas and can't get along on the 17th, then let someone
else know what sort of things YOU think the group
could do.
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25TH

Quiz Evening at 8pm at Tim's, 15,Napperley Hall Drive,
Napperley Park»
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Those new to Nottingham or to the Group should note that GUS

stands for the Council for Voluntary Services, whose rooms the
Grouo uees at the times listed above.
Even if there is nothing
“e are welcome to turn up at
schedglerd "in thee P rogr a mme. people
the CUS on any Nnnday or Tntrsday for a cup of coffee and a chat
(perhaps prior to going off to a pub). eThe address is
31a, Nansfield Road, Nottingham.
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This is also the address of Nottingham Gay Switchboard,

and if

you wish to inform the Switchboard about anything, or ask them
about anything, then you can ring 46714 any Monday, wednesday or
Thursday between 7 and 10pm.
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Do you buy Gay News?
If you want to buy Gay News then
buy it at the Switchboard; the profits are small but
they all go to the Switchboard. If you place a regular order then
one will be set asode at the Switchboard; if you don't then you
can still pick up a copy on the off-chance as long as you call in
every other Thursday (which is the night that Gay News is brought
along to the Switchboard).
GAY NEUS
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